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^P[OV\[HUUV`PUN[OLULPNOIV\YZ
^YP[LZ)UK`8LHYZVU
œL/HYKLU0V\ZLZ\JJLZZM\SS`
JVUQ\YLZ\WZWHJL^OLYLUVUL
L_PZ[LKILMVYL)[[OLIV[[VTVM
HNHYKLUPU*H[[LYZLHZV\[O^LZ[
4VUKVUHYJOP[LJ[,L5H[VZ:`HU
OHZJYLH[LKHZ[YPRPUNTPUPTHSPZ[
[^VZ[VYL`HUUL_[OH[PZHSSI\[
OPKKLUMYVT]PL^PUHSHYNLZ\URLU
JV\Y[`HYKœLJH[HS`Z[MVY[OL
project was a newly married couple’s
need to bring two families together in
one home, requiring additional space
[VHJJVTTVKH[LZL]LUJOPSKYLUœL
solution is so successful that from
the surrounding gardens the 179m2

house appears no taller than the
assortment of sheds it replaced.
œLZ\I[LYYHULHUZJOLTLPZHJSL]LY
architectural response to height
restrictions imposed by the planners.
Another requirement was that the
building should not overlook the
ULPNOIV\YPUNOVTLZœLHYJOP[LJ[
has resolved this by creating a series
VMISHUR^OP[LMHJHKLZH[YZ[VVY

level, which conceal light wells that
illuminate glazed screens in the
^HSSZVMLHJO\WWLYVVYILKYVVT
In contrast to this solid upper level,
[OLSV^LYVVYOHZL_WHUZLZVMM\SS
height glazing, which open up the
living spaces to the courtyard.
Concrete features heavily in this
covert scheme. In addition to
forming the building’s structural
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Architect ,L5H[VZ
:`HU
Structural engineer
8YPJL5`LYZ
Contractor 6VNH
*\PSKPUN;LY]PJLZ
Quantity surveyor
5HYZ[HU*,*
Garden designer
?VYZSL`,LZPNUZ

FAR LEFT œLJV\Y[`HYK

LEFT )SPNO[^LSSKYH^Z

PZZ\URMHYILSV^

KH`SPNO[PU[V[OL

NHYKLUSL]LS

\WWLYVVYILKYVVTZ

JV\SKILJHZ[œLZLHYL[HURLK
internally to make them watertight.
An inner concrete lining was
then cast using an exceptionally
smooth plywood shutter to create
[OLL_[YLTLS`OPNOX\HSP[`UPZO
KLTHUKLKI`[OLJSPLU[œLJVUJYL[L
lining appears to continue through
the glazing into the house, where it
forms the back wall of the kitchen
and the countertops.
)ZPTPSHYZ\YMHJLUPZOOHZILLU
HJOPL]LKVU[OLJV\Y[`HYKVVYœPZ
frame, it has been used to construct option was available but its cost
too appears to continue inside to
[OL^HSSZHUKVVYVM[OLJV\Y[`HYK was prohibitive. So the contractor
developed a solution where an auger MVYT[OLOV\ZLpZNYV\UKVVY1UMHJ[
Here its primary function is to keep
was used to create a series of holes
IV[OVVYZHYLJHZ[\ZPUNZPTPSHY
both groundwater and the nearby
into which H-shaped king posts were WPNTLU[ZI\[[OLPU[LYUHSVVYHSZV
:P]LYœHTLZH[IH`#[OLYL[HPUPUN
WSHJLKœLLHY[O^HZ[OLUYLTV]LK OHZ\UKLYVVYOLH[PUNLTILKKLK
walls are high enough to survive a
^P[OPUP[œLJVUJYL[L[OLTL
VULPU`LHYVVKqœLJV\Y[`HYK with a mechanical excavator, and
timber sections were progressively
continues with the bathroom vanity
is like a swimming pool in reverse,”
slotted between the posts to retain
and bath tops, which are constructed
explains Angus Morrogh-Ryan, a
the ground behind. “It was a crafted, MYVTNSHZZIYLYLPUMVYJLKJVUJYL[L
director at De Matos Ryan.
œLYLPZHSZVHJVUJYL[LILUJOI\PS[
œLYL[HPUPUN^HSSZ^LYLWHY[PJ\SHYS` labour-intensive solution that
into the courtyard wall, from where,
challenging. A conventional solution was rather beautifully done,” says
Morrogh-Ryan.
on a sunny day, this discreet house
of sheet piles hammered into the
ground using a pile driver would have œL[PTILYZJYLH[LKHWHULSHNHPUZ[ HUKP[ZJVUJYL[LUPZOLZJHUIL
quietly admired.
been too noisy for this site; a quieter which the concrete retaining walls
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